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ABSTRACT
To keep up with the continuous growth in demand, cloud providers
spend millions of dollars augmenting the capacity of their wide-
area backbones and devote significant effort to efficiently utilizing
WAN capacity. A key challenge is striking a good balance between
network utilization and availability, as these are inherently at odds;
a highly utilized network might not be able to withstand unex-
pected traffic shifts resulting from link/node failures. We advocate
a novel approach to this challenge that draws inspiration from finan-
cial risk theory: leverage empirical data to generate a probabilistic
model of network failures and maximize bandwidth allocation to
network users subject to an operator-specified availability target.
Our approach enables network operators to strike the utilization-
availability balance that best suits their goals and operational reality.
We present TeaVaR (Traffic Engineering Applying Value at Risk), a
system that realizes this risk management approach to traffic engi-
neering (TE). We compare TeaVaR to state-of-the-art TE solutions
through extensive simulations across many network topologies,
failure scenarios, and traffic patterns, including benchmarks extrap-
olated from Microsoft’s WAN. Our results show that with TeaVaR,
operators can support up to twice as much throughput as state-of-
the-art TE schemes, at the same level of availability.
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Figure 1: Link2’s utilization is kept low to sustain the traffic
shift when failures happen.

1 INTRODUCTION
Traffic engineering (TE), the dynamic adjustment of traffic split-
ting across network paths, is fundamental to networking and has
received extensive attention in a broad variety of contexts [1, 2, 8,
21, 27, 29, 31, 34, 35, 38, 43, 57]. Given the high cost of wide-area
backbone networks (WANs), large service providers (e.g., Ama-
zon, Facebook, Google, Microsoft) are investing heavily in opti-
mizing their WAN TE, leveraging Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) to globally optimize routing and bandwidth allocation to
users [27, 29, 37, 42, 43].

A crucial challenge faced by WAN operators is striking a good
balance between network utilization and availability in the pres-
ence of node/link failures [5, 25, 28, 43, 48]. These two objectives
are inherently at odds; providing high availability requires keep-
ing network utilization sufficiently low to absorb shifts in traffic
when failures occur. To attain high availability, today’s backbone
networks are typically operated at fairly low utilization so as to
meet user traffic demands while providing high availability (e.g.,
99%+ [28]) in the presence of failures.

Fig. 1 plots the link utilization of two IP links in a backbone net-
work in North America with the same source location but different
destinations. The utilization of each link is normalized by the maxi-
mum achieved link utilization, hence, the actual link utilization is
lower than plotted. On August 4, Link1 failed, and its utilization
dropped to zero. This, in turn, increased the utilization of Link2.
Importantly, however, under normal conditions, the normalized
utilization of Link2 is only around 20%, making Link2 underutilized
almost all the time. While network utilization can be increased by
sending low-priority background traffic over underutilized links,
this does not improve network utilization for high priority traffic,
which is the focus of this paper (§6).

https://doi.org/10.1145/3341302.3342069
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We show that state-of-the-art TE schemes fail to maximize the
traffic load that can be supported by the WAN for the desired level
of availability (§5). Under these schemes, the ratio of the bandwidth
allocated to users to the available capacity must be kept lower
than necessary, resulting in needlessly low network utilization. We
argue that to remedy this, operators should explicitly optimize net-
work utilization subject to target availability thresholds. Today’s TE
schemes do not explicitly consider availability. Instead, the number
of concurrent link/node failures the TE configuration can withstand
(e.g., by sending traffic on link-disjoint network paths) is sometimes
used as a proxy for availability. However, the failure probability of a
single link can greatly differ across links, sometimes by three orders
of magnitude [23]. Consequently, some failure scenarios involving
two links might be more probable than others involving a single
link. Alternatively, some failure scenarios might have negligible
probability, and so lowering network utilization to accommodate
them is wasteful and has no meaningful bearing on availability.

Operators actually have high visibility into failure patterns and
dynamics. For example, link failures are more probable during
working hours [25] and can be predicted based on sudden drops
in optical signal quality, “with a 50% chance of an outage within
an hour of a drop event and a 70% chance of an outage within
one day” [23]. We posit that this wealth of timely empirical data
on node/link failures in the WAN should be exploited to explicitly
reason about the probability of different failure scenarios when
optimizing TE. We present TeaVaR (Traffic Engineering Applying
Value at Risk), a TE optimization framework that enables operators
to harness this information to tune the tradeoff between network
utilization and availability and, by so doing, strike a balance that
best suits their goals. To the best of our knowledge, TeaVaR is the
first formal TE framework that enables operators to jointly optimize
network utilization and availability. We refer the reader to Section 7
for a discussion of related work on TE, capacity planning, and other
risk-aware approaches to networking.

Under TeaVaR, a probabilistic model of failure scenarios is first
generated from empirical data. Then, TE optimization that draws
on the notion of Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) [50] minimization
is applied to assign bandwidth shares to network users. TeaVaR
enables formulating guarantees such as “user i is guaranteed bi net-
work bandwidth at least β% of the time,” and computing bandwidth
assignments that achieve these guarantees for an operator-specified
value of β .

To realize this approach to TE, we grapple with the algorithmic
challenges of formulating CVaR-based TE, such as how to achieve
fairness across network users, and also with various operational
challenges, such as ensuring that the running time of our algorithm
scales well with the size and complexity of the network. In partic-
ular, we cast the CVaR-based TE as a Linear Program (LP) with a
manageable number of constraints for realistic network topologies,
thus enabling the efficient computation of optimal TE solutions.

To evaluate TeaVaR, we conduct extensive simulations, compar-
ing its performance with that of other TE systems across a variety
of scenarios, traffic matrices, and topologies. We first analyze the
failure data collected from the inter-datacenter backbone network
of Microsoft. Our dataset consists of time-to-failure and failure
duration of links over a year at 15-minute granularity. We compute
the failure probability for individual links as well as for Shared

Risk Groups (SRGs) [54] corresponding to correlated link failures.
We then apply these probability distributions to various network
topologies, including ATT, B4, IBM, and Microsoft.

Our results show that with TeaVaR the operator can support up
to twice as much traffic as with state-of-the-art TE schemes, at the
same level of availability. Importantly, TeaVaR, which optimizes
how user traffic is split across network tunnels, can be coupled
with any scheme for WAN tunnel selection, including oblivious
routing [38], k-shortest paths, and link-disjoint routes. We also
show that our optimization is fairly robust to inaccuracies in failure
probability estimations. Indeed, a surprising takeaway from our
evaluation results is that as long as the probabilistic failure model
used is within 20% of actual failure probabilities, the optimization
results in roughly only 6% error in loss calculation.

To enable the community to explore our ideas and to facilitate
the reproducibility of our results, our code is available online.1 This
work does not raise any ethical issues.

2 MOTIVATING TEAVAR
The number of concurrent node/link failures a TE configuration
can withstand is sometimes used as a proxy for availability. This
can be manifested, e.g., in sending user traffic on multiple network
paths (tunnels) that do not share any, or share only a few, links, or
in splitting traffic across paths in a manner resilient to a certain
number of concurrent link failures, as advocated in [43]. In this
section we explain why reasoning about availability in terms of
the number of concurrent failures that can be tolerated is often not
enough. We demonstrate this using the recently proposed Forward
Fault Correction (FFC) TE scheme [43].
FFC as an illustration. FFCmaximizes bandwidth allocation to be
robust for up to k concurrent link failures, for a configurable value
k . To accomplish this, FFC optimization sets a cap on the maximum
bandwidth bi each network flow i (identified by source/destination
pair) can utilize and generates routing (and rerouting) rules, such
that the network can simultaneously support bi bandwidth for each
flow i in any failure scenario that involves at most k failures.

We illustrate FFC in Fig. 2, where source node s is connected to
destination noded via three links, each of capacity 10Gbps. Suppose
that the objective is to support the maximum total amount of traffic
from s to d in a manner that is resilient to at most two concurrent
link failures. Fig. 2(b) presents the optimal solution under FFC:
rate-limiting the (s,d) flow to send at 10Gbps and always splitting
traffic equally between all links that are intact; e.g., when no link
failures occur, traffic is sent at 10

3 Gbps on each link, when a single
link failure occurs, each of the two surviving links carries 5Gbps,
and with two link failures, all traffic is sent on the single surviving
link. Thus, this solution guarantees the flow-reserved bandwidth of
10Gbps without exceeding link capacities under any failure scenario
that involves at most two failed links. Observe, however, that this
comes at the cost of keeping each link underutilized (one-third
utilization) when no failures occur.
Striking the right balance.We ask whether high availability can
be achieved without such drastic over-provisioning. Approaches
such as FFC are compelling in that they provide strong availability

1http://teavar.csail.mit.edu

http://teavar.csail.mit.edu
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Figure 2: (a) A network of three links eachwith 10Gbps band-
width; (b) Under conventional TE schemes, such as FFC [43],
the total admissible traffic is always 10Gbps, split equally be-
tween paths (each carrying 10

3 Gbps).

guarantees; in Fig. 2(b), the (s,d) flow is guaranteed a total band-
width of 10Gbps even if two links become permanently unavailable.
Suppose, however, that the availability, i.e., the fraction of time
a link is up, is consistently 99.9% for each of the three links. In
this scenario, the network can easily support 30Gbps throughput
(3× improvement over FFC) around 99.9% of the time simply by
utilizing the full bandwidth of each link and never rerouting traffic.

This example captures the limitations of failure probability ag-
nostic approaches to TE, such as FFC; specifically, they ignore the
underlying link availability (and the derived probability of failure).
As discussed in [23, 25], link availability greatly varies across differ-
ent links. Consequently, probability-oblivious TE solutions might
lead to low network efficiency under prevailing conditions to accom-
modate potentially highly unlikely failure scenarios (i.e., with little
bearing on availability). However, not only might a probability-
oblivious approach overemphasize unlikely failure scenarios, it
might even disregard likely failure scenarios. Consider a scenario
where three links in a large network have low availability (say,
99% each), and all other links have extremely high availability (say,
99.999%). When the operator’s objective is to withstand two con-
current link failures, the scenario where the three less available
links might be simultaneously unavailable will not be considered,
whereas much less likely scenarios in which two of the highly
available links fail simultaneously will be considered.

To motivate our risk-management approach, we revisit the ex-
ample in Fig. 2. Now, suppose the probability of a link being up
is as described in the figure, and the link failure probabilities are
uncorrelated (we will discuss correlated failures in §4). In this case,
the probability of different failure scenarios can be expressed in
terms of individual links’ failure probabilities (e.g., the probability
of all three links failing simultaneously is 10−7). Under these failure
probabilities, the network can support 30Gbps traffic almost 90%
of the time simply by utilizing the full bandwidth of each link and
not rerouting traffic in the event of failures. FFC’s solution, shown
in Fig. 2(b), can be regarded as corresponding to the objective of
maximizing the throughput for a level of availability in the order
of 7 nines (99.99999%), as the scenario of all links failing concur-
rently occurs with probability 10−7. Observe that the bandwidth
assignment in Fig. 3(b) guarantees a total throughput of 20Gbps at
a level of availability of nearly 3 nines (99.8%).2 Thus, the network
administrator can trade network utilization for availability to reflect
the operational objectives and strike a balance between the two.

2This is because the probability of the upper and lower links both being up, no matter
what happens with the middle link, is (1 − 10−3)2 = 0.998.

p(fail) = 10-3

p(fail) = 10-3

s d
10 Gbps

10 Gbps

p(fail) = 10-110 Gbps

(a)

s d
10 Gbps

10 Gbps

0 Gbps

(b)

Figure 3: (a) The same network as in Fig. 2(a), with added
information about link failure probabilities; (b) A possible
flow allocations under TeaVaR with total admissible traffic
of 20Gbps 99.8% of the time.

Our approach: risk-aware TE. Under TeaVaR, instead of reason-
ing about availability indirectly in terms of the maximum number
of tolerable failures as in [43], network operators can generate a
probabilistic failure model from empirical data (e.g., encompassing
uncorrelated/correlated link failures, node failures, signal decay,
etc.) and optimize TE with respect to an availability bound. We
describe our approach in the following sections.

Note that our approach to risk-aware TE is orthogonal and com-
plementary to the challenge of capacity planning. While capacity
planning is focused on determining in what manner capacity should
be augmented to the WAN to provide high availability, our goal
is to optimize the utilization of available network capacity with
respect to real-time information about traffic demands and expected
failures. We elaborate on this relation in Section 7.

3 PROBABILISTIC TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
In this section, we relate the central concept of Value at Risk (VaR)
in finance to resource allocation in networks and, more specifically,
to TE. We then highlight the main challenges and ideas underlying
TeaVaR—a probabilistic TE solution. A full description of TeaVaR
appears in Section 4.

3.1 Probabilistic Risk-Management in Finance
In many financial contexts, the goal of an investor is to manage
a collection of assets (e.g., stocks), also called a portfolio, so as to
maximize the expected return on the investment while considering
the probability of possible market changes that could result in losses
(or smaller-than-expected gains).

Consider a setting in which an investor must decide how much
of each of n stocks to acquire by quantifying the return from dif-
ferent investment possibilities. Let x = (x1, . . . ,xn ) be a vector
representing an investment, where xi represents the amount of
stock i acquired, and let y = (y1, . . . ,yn ) be a vector that is ran-
domly generated from a probability distribution reflecting market
statistics, where yi represents the return on investing in stock i . In
financial risk literature, vector x is termed the control and vectory is
termed the uncertainty vector. The loss function L(x ,y) captures the
return on investment x under y and is simply L(x ,y) = −Σni=1xiyi ,
i.e., the negative of the gain.

Investors wish to provide customers with bounds on the loss
they might incur, such as “the loss will be less than $100 with
probability 0.95,” or “the loss will be less than $500 with probability
0.99.” Value at Risk (VaR) [33] captures precisely these bounds.
Given a probability threshold β (say β = 0.99), VaRβ provides a
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probabilistic upper bound on the loss: the loss is less than VaRβ
with probability β .

Fig. 4 gives a graphical illustration of the concepts ofVaRβ (and
CVaRβ which we describe below). For a given control vector x and
probability distribution on the uncertainty vector y, the figure plots
the probability mass function of individual scenarios (x ,y), sorted
according to the loss associated with each scenario. Assuming all
possible scenarios are considered, the total area under the curve
amounts to 1. At the point on the x-axis marked by ξ =VaRβ (x),
the area under the curve is greater than or equal to β . Given a
probability threshold β (say β = 0.99) and a fixed controlx ,VaRβ (x)
provides a probabilistic upper bound on the loss: the loss is less
than VaRβ (x) with probability β . Equivalently, VaRβ (x) is the β-
percentile of the loss given x . Value at Risk (VaRβ ) is obtained by
minimizingVaRβ (x) (or ξ ) over all possible control vectors x , for a
given a probability threshold β . The VaR notion has been applied
in various contexts, such as hedge fund investments [51], energy
markets [14], credit risk [3], and even cancer treatment [45].

We point out that VaRβ does not necessarily minimize the loss
at the tail (colored in red in Fig. 4), i.e., the worst-case scenarios
in terms of probability, which have total probability mass of at
most 1 − β . A closely related risk measure that does minimize the
loss at the tail is termed β-Conditional Value at Risk (CVaRβ )[50];
CVaRβ is defined as the expected loss at the tail, or, equivalently,
the expected loss of all scenarios with loss greater or equal toVaRβ .
VaR minimization is typically intractable. In contrast, minimizing
CVaR can be cast as a convex optimization problem under mild
assumptions [50]. Further, minimizing CVaR can be a good proxy
for minimizing VaR.

3.2 Probabilistic Risk Management in
Networks

Optimizing traffic flow in a network entails contending with loss,
which, in this context, is due to the possibility of failing to satisfy
user demands when traffic shifts as link/node failures congest the
network. We present a high-level overview of how the VaR and
CVaR can be applied to this context and defer the formal presenta-
tion to Section 4.

Wemodel theWAN as a network graph, inwhich nodes represent
switches, edges represent links, and each link is associated with
a capacity. Links (or, more broadly, shared risk groups) also have
failure probabilities. As in prior studies [27, 29, 43], in each time
epoch, a set of source-destination switch-pairs (“commodities” or
“flows”) wish to communicate where each such pair i is associated
with a demand di , and a fixed set of possible routes (or tunnels) Ri
on which its traffic can be routed.

Intuitively, under our formulation of TE optimization as a risk-
management challenge, the control vector x captures how much
bandwidth is allocated to each flow on each of its tunnels, and
the uncertainty vector y specifies, for each tunnel, whether the
tunnel is available or not (i.e., whether all of its links are up). Note
that y is stochastic, and its probability distribution is derived from
the probabilities of the underlying failure events (e.g., link/node
failures). Our aim is to maximize the bandwidth assigned to users
subject to a desired, operator-specified, availability threshold β .

ξ = VaRβ(x)
Loss(x, y)

CVaRβ(x) = E[Loss |Loss ≥ ξ]

Pr
ob

ab
ili

ty
(x,

y) A scenario 

Figure 4: An illustration of Value at Risk,VaRβ (x), and Con-
ditional Value at Risk,CVaRβ (x). Given a probability thresh-
old β (say β = 0.99) and a decision vector x , VaRβ (x) pro-
vides a probabilistic upper bound on the loss: the loss is less
than VaRβ (x) with probability β . CVaRβ (x) captures the ex-
pected loss of all the scenarios where loss is greater than
VaRβ (x) [52].

However, applying CVaRβ to network resource allocation faces
three nontrivial challenges:
Challenge: Achieving fairness across network users. Avoid-
ing starvation and achieving fairness are arguably less pivotal in
stock markets, but they are essential in network resource allocation.
In particular, TE involves multiple network users, and a crucial
requirement is that high bandwidth and availability guarantees for
some users not come at the expense of unacceptable bandwidth
or availability for others. This, in our formulation, translates into
carefully choosing the loss function L(x ,y) so that minimizing the
chosen notion of loss implies such undesirable phenomena do not
occur. We show how this is accomplished in §4.
Challenge: Capturing fast rerouting of traffic in the data plane.
Unlike the above formulation of stock management, in TE the con-
sequences of the realization of the uncertainty vector cannot be cap-
tured solely by a simple loss function such as L(x ,y) = −Σni=1xiyi .
This is because our CVaR-based optimization formalism must take
into account that the unavailability of a certain tunnel might imply
more traffic having to traverse other tunnels.

Providing high availability in WAN TE cannot rely on online
re-computation of tunnels as this can be too time consuming and
adversely impact availability [43, 54]. As in [43, 54], to quickly
recover from failures, TeaVaR re-adjust traffic splitting ratios on
surviving tunnels via re-hashing mechanisms implemented in the
data plane. Thus, the realization of the uncertainty vector, which
corresponds to a specification of which tunnels are up, impacts the
control, capturing how much is sent on each tunnel.
Challenge: Achieving computational tractability. A naive for-
mulation of CVaR-minimizing TE machinery yields a non-convex
optimization problem. Hence, the first challenge is to transform
the basic formulation into an equivalent convex program. We are,
in fact, able to formulate our TE optimization as a Linear Program
through careful reformulation with auxiliary variables (see Appen-
dix A for details). In addition, because the number of all possible
failure scenarios increases exponentially with the network size,
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TE Input

G(V , E) Network graph with switches V and links E .
ce ∈ C The bandwidth capacity of link e ∈ E .
di ∈ D The bandwidth demand of flow i .
Ri ∈ R Set of tunnels for flow i .

Additional
TeaVaR
Input

β The target availability level (e.g.,99.9%).
q ∈ Q The network state corresponding to a scenario

of failed shared risk groups.
pq Probability of network state q .

Auxiliary
variables

sq The total loss in scenario q .
ti,q The loss on flow i in scenario q
yr (q) 1 if tunnel xr is available in scenario q ,

0 otherwise

TE
Output

bi The total bandwidth for flow i .
xr The allocation of bi on tunnel r ∈ Ri .

Additional
TeaVaR
Output

α The “loss” (a.k.a the Value at Risk (VaR)).

minimize α + 1
1−β Σq∈Qpqsq

subject to Σe ∈rxr ≤ ce ∀e
sq ≥ ti,q − α ∀i,q
sq ≥ 0 ∀q

where ti,q = 1 − Σr ∈Ri xryr (q)
di

∀i,q
Table 1: Key notations in the TeaVaR formulation. The origi-
nal optimization problem isminimizing (4) subject to (2) – (3).
Here, we show the derived LP formulation; see Section 4.2
and Appendix A for details.

solving this LP becomes intractable for realistic network sizes. To
address this additional challenge, we introduce a pruning process
that allows us to consider fewer scenarios. This substantially im-
proves the runtime with little effect on accuracy, as shown in §5.

4 THE TEAVAR OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
We now describe the TeaVaR optimization framework in detail. We
first formalize the model and delineate the goals of WAN TE [27,
29, 38, 43] (§4.1). We then introduce TeaVaR’s novel approach to
TE, showing that it enables providing probabilistic guarantees on
network throughput (§4.2).

4.1 WAN Traffic Engineering
Input. Like otherWANTE studies, wemodel theWAN as a directed
graph G = (V ,E), where the vertex set V represents switches and
edge set E represents links between switches. Link capacities are
given by C = (c1, . . . , c |E |) (e.g., in bps) and as in any TE formu-
lation, the total flow on each link should not exceed its capacity.
TE decisions are made at fixed time intervals (say, every 5 min-
utes [27]), based on the estimated user traffic demands for that
interval. In each time epoch, there is a set of source-destination
switch-pairs (“commodities” or “flows”), where each such pair i is
associated with a demand di and a fixed set of paths (or “tunnels”)
Ri ∈ R on which its traffic should be routed. TeaVaR assumes
the tunnels are part of the input. In Section 5, we evaluate the
impact of the tunnel selection scheme (e.g., k-shortest paths, edge-
disjoint paths, oblivious-routing) on performance. Our evaluation
results show that TeaVaR optimization improves the achievable
utilization-availability balance for all considered tunnel-selection
schemes.

Output. The output of TeaVaR consists of two parts (see Table 1):
(1) the total bandwidth bi that flow (source-destination pair) i is
permitted to utilize (across all of its tunnels in Ri ); (2) a specification
for each flow i of how its allocated bandwidth bi is split across its
tunnels Ri . The bandwidth allocated on tunnel r is denoted by xr .
Optimization goal. Previous studies of TE consider optimization
goals such as maximizing total concurrent flow [7, 27, 43, 53], max-
min fairness [16, 29, 49], minimizing link over-utilization [38], min-
imizing hop count [41], and accounting for hierarchical bandwidth
allocations [37]. As formalized below, an appropriate choice for our
context is selecting xr (per-tunnel bandwidth allocations) in a man-
ner that maximizes the well-studied maximum-concurrent-flow
objective [53]. This choice of objective will enable us to maximize
network throughput while achieving some notion of fairness in
terms of availability across network users. In §4.2 we discuss ways
to extend our framework to include other optimization objectives.

Under maximum-concurrent-flow, the goal is to maximize the
value δ ∈ [0, 1] such that at least an δ -fraction of each flow i’s
demand is satisfied across all flows. For example, δ = 1 implies that
all demands are fully satisfied by the resulting bandwidth allocation,
while δ = 1

3 implies that at least a third of each flow’s demand is
satisfied.

4.2 TeaVaR: TE with Probabilistic Guarantees
TeaVaR’s additional inputs and outputs are listed in Table 1. Given
a target availability level β , our goal is to cast TE optimization as a
CVaR-minimization problem whose output is a bandwidth alloca-
tion to flows that can be materialized with probability of at least
β . Doing so requires careful specification of (i) the “control” and
“uncertainty” vectors, as described in §3, and (ii) a “loss function”
that provides fairness and avoids starvation across network flows.
The probabilistic failure model. We consider a general failure
model, consisting of a set of failure events Z . A failure event z ∈ Z
represents a single SRG becoming unavailable (the set of SRGs can
be constructed as described in [36, 54], ). Importantly, while failure
events in our formulation are uncorrelated, this does not preclude
modelingmultiple links becoming concurrently unavailable in a cor-
related manner. Consider a failure event z representing a technical
failure in a certain link l and another failure event z′ representing
a technical failure in a switch, or, alternatively, a power outage,
which cause multiple links, including l , to become unavailable con-
currently. Even though link l is inactive whether z or z′ is realized,
z and z′ capture failures of different components and represent in-
dependent events. Thus, while there might be an overlap between
the sets of links associated with two different failure events, the
probabilities of the two events should still be independent if these
correspond to different SRGs (e.g., the probability of a technical
malfunction in a specific link and the probability of a failure in a
switch incident to it in the example above).

Each failure event z occurs with probability pz . As described
earlier, the failure probabilities are obtained from historical data
(see §5 for more details on failure estimation techniques, as well
as sensitivity analysis of inaccuracies in these estimations). By
q = (q1, . . . ,q |Z |), we denote a network state, where each element
qz is a binary random variable, indicating whether failure event z
occurred (qz = 1) or not. For example, for a network with 15 SRGs,
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the possible set of events (Z ) is the set of all Boolean vectors with 15
elements, where each element indicates whether the corresponding
SRG has failed or not. For example, q̂ = (0, . . . , 0, 1) captures the
network state in which only SRG_15 has failed. More formally, let
Q be the set of all possible states, and let pq̂ denote the probability
of state q̂ = (q̂1, . . . q̂ |Z |) ∈ Q . The probability of network state q̂
can be obtained using the following equation:

pq̂ = P(q1 = q̂1, . . . ,q |Z | = q̂ |Z |) = Πz
(
q̂zpz+(1−q̂z )(1−pz )

)
. (1)

where q̂z ∈ {0, 1} for every z.
The uncertainty vector specifies which tunnels are up. We
define y as a vector of size |R |, where R represents all possible
tunnels across all flows, and each vector element yr is a binary
random variable that captures whether tunnel r is available (yr = 1)
or not (yr = 0). This random variable depends on realizations of
relevant failure events. For example, yr will equal 0 if one of the
links or switches on the tunnel is down. Since each random variable
yr is a function of the random network state q, we often use yr (q),
and y(q) to denote the resulting vector of random variables, though
sometimes q is omitted to simplify exposition.
The control vector specifies how bandwidth is assigned to
tunnels. Recall that the output x in our WAN TE formulation
captures how much bandwidth is allocated to each flow on each of
its tunnels. This is the control vector for our CVaR-minimization.
As in TE schemes, such per-tunnel bandwidth assignment has to
ensure the edge capacities are respected, i.e., satisfy the following
constraint:

Σe ∈rxr ≤ ce , ∀e ∈ E. (2)
To account for potential failures, we allow the total allocated band-
width per user i ,

∑
i xr ∈Ri , to exceed its demand di .

The choice of loss function guarantees fairness across flows.
We define the loss function in two steps. First, we define a loss
function for each network flow. Then, we define a network-level
loss as a function of the per-flow loss.
Flow-level loss function. Recall that in our TE formulation, the
optimization objective is to assign the control variables xr (per-
tunnel bandwidth allocations) in a manner that maximizes the
concurrent flow, i.e., maximizes the value δ for which each flow
can send at least a δ -fraction of its demand. To achieve this, loss in
our framework is measured in terms of the fraction of demand not
satisfied (i.e., 1 − δ ). Our goal thus translates into generating the
per-tunnel bandwidth assignments that minimize the fraction of
demand not satisfied for a specified level of availability β .

In our formulation, the maximal satisfied demand for flow i is
given by Σr ∈Ri xryr (q). Thus, the loss for each flow i with respect

to its demand di is captured by
[
1 − Σr ∈Ri xryr (q)

di

]+
, where [z]+ =

max{z, 0}; note that the [+] operator ensures the loss is not negative
(hence, the optimization will not gain by sending more traffic than
the actual demand). This notion of per-flow loss captures the loss
of assigned bandwidth for a given network state q.
Network-level loss function. To achieve fairness, in terms of avail-
ability, we define the global loss function as the maximum loss
across all flows; i.e.,

L(x ,y) = max
i

[
1 −

Σr ∈Ri xryr

di

]+
. (3)

Although this loss function is nonlinear, we are able to transform
the optimization problem into a Linear Program (LP). Details can
be found in Appendix A.
Optimization formulation. To formulate the optimization ob-
jective, we introduce the mathematical definitions of VaRβ and
CVaRβ . For a given loss function L, the VaRβ (x) is defined as
Vβ (x) = min{ξ | ψ (x , ξ ) ≥ β}, where ψ (x , ξ ) = P(q | L(x ,y(q)) ≤
ξ ), and P(q | L(x ,y(q)) ≤ ξ ) denotes the cumulative probability
mass of all network states satisfying the condition L(x ,y(q)) ≤ ξ .
CVaRβ is simply the mean of the β-tail distribution of L(x ,y), or
put formally:

Cβ (x) =
1

1 − β
ΣL(x,y(q))≥Vβ (x )pqL(x ,y(q)).

Note that the definition of CVaRβ utilizes the definition of VaRβ .
To minimize CVaRβ , we define the following potential function

Fβ (x ,α) = α +
1

1 − β
E[[L(x ,y) − α]+]

= α +
1

1 − β
Σqpq [L(x ,y(q)) − α]

+. (4)

The optimization goal is to minimize Fβ (x ,α) over X ,R, sub-
ject to (2) – (3). We leverage the following theorem, which states
that by minimizing the potential function, the optimal CVaRβ and
(approximately) also the corresponding VaRβ are obtained.

Theorem 4.1. [51] If (x∗,α∗) minimizes Fβ , then not only does
x∗ minimize the CVaRβ Cβ over X , but also

Cβ (x
∗,α∗) = Fβ (x

∗,α∗), (5)
Vβ (x

∗) ≈ α∗. (6)

The beauty of this theorem is that although the definition of
CVaRβ uses the definition of VaRβ , we do not need to work di-
rectly with the VaRβ function Vβ (x) to minimize CVaRβ . This is
significant since, as mentioned above, Vβ (x) is a non-smooth func-
tion which is hard to deal with mathematically. The statement of
the theorem uses the notation ≈ to denote that with high proba-
bility, α∗ is equal to Vβ (x∗). When this is not so, α∗ constitutes an
upper bound on theVaRβ . The actualVaRβ can be easily obtained
from α∗, as discussed in Appendix B.
From loss minimization to bandwidth allocations. The total
bandwidth that flow i is permitted to utilize (across all tunnels in
Ri ) is given by bi . Clearly, bi should not exceed flow i’s demand
di to avoid needlessly wasting capacity. However, we do not add
an explicit constraint for this requirement. Instead, we embed it
implicitly in the loss function (3). Once the solution is computed,
each flow i is given two values:
• the total allowed bandwidth, (1 −Vβ (x∗))-fraction of its de-
mand; i.e.,

bi = (1 −Vβ (x∗)) × di . (7)

• a weight assignment {wr }r ∈Ri , wherewr =
x ∗r

Σr ∈Ri x
∗
r
.

Proportional assignment does not require global coordination
upon failures and can be easily implemented in the data plane
via (re-)hashing. The proportional assignment rule is not directly
encoded in the CVaR minimization framework, and so traffic re-
assignment might result in congestion, i.e., violating constraint (2).
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Figure 5: A diagram of the scenario-space pruning algo-
rithm. The algorithm visits the tree nodes in a depth-first
search order while updating pq at each level. The scenario
cutoff threshold, c, is set by the network operator. In our ex-
periments, we use 10−5 as the cutoff threshold.

Nevertheless, it turns out that this rather simple rule guarantees
such violation occurs with very low probability (upper-bounded by
1 − β). Formally,

Theorem 4.2. Under TeaVaR, each flow i is allocated bandwidth
(1 −Vβ (x∗))di , and link capacities are not exceeded with probability
at least β .

See Appendix C for the proof.
Scenario pruning. As discussed earlier, applying TeaVaR to a
large network is challenging because the number of network states,
which represent combinations of SRG failures, can increase ex-
ponentially with the network size. To deal with this, we devise a
scenario pruning algorithm to efficiently filter out scenarios that oc-
cur with negligible probability. The main idea behind the algorithm
is to use a tree representation of the different scenarios, and traverse
this tree to efficiently identify every scenario q with probability pq ,
that is lower than a specified cutoff threshold, c .

As mentioned above, the scenario pruning algorithm (see Fig. 5
for illustration) uses a tree to represent all the different failure
scenarios. The root node is the scenario where no failure event
occurs [0, 0, . . . , 0], and every child node differs from its parent by
flipping a single bit from 0 to 1. The tree is constructed such that
each flipped bit must be to the right of the previously flipped bit
to prevent revisiting previously visited states. We assume (1) SRG
failures are independent (and so failure events are independent in
our model), and (2) that the probability of each failure event z is
no higher than 0.5, i.e., that every SRG is more likely to not fail
than to fail. Observe that, given these assumptions, the probability
of a scenario decreases as the distance from the root increases.
We traverse the tree in depth-first search (DFS) order until the
condition pq < c is met, at which point no further scenarios down
that path need to be visited. It is important to efficiently calculate
the scenario probabilities while traversing the tree. Consider a
child scenario qc and a parent scenario q which differ in the bit
representing event scenario z. We update the probability of qc as

follows: pqc ← pq ·
pz

1−pz . This update rule follows immediately
from Eq. (1).

The pruned scenarios are used in the optimization as follows. To
provide an upper bound on the CVaR (equivalently, a lower bound
on the throughput), we collapse all the pruned scenarios into a
single scenario with probability equal to the sum of probabilities of
the pruned scenarios. We then associate a maximal loss of 1 with
that scenario. In Section 5.4, we evaluate the impact of our scenario
pruning algorithm on both run-time and accuracy.
Alternative loss functions. While the focus in this paper is on
max-concurrent flow, our CVaR-optimization framework can in-
corporate other objective functions of interest. For example, we
can have a loss function that corresponds to the objective of maxi-
mizing the total rate (or a weighted sum of user rates): LT (x ,y) =∑
i vi [di −

∑
r ∈Ri xryr ]

+, where vi > 0 is the priority (or weight)
assigned to user i . Minimizing LT can either replace our origi-
nal loss function or be added as an additional term (e.g., the loss
can be defined as L(x ,y) + ϵLT (x ,y), where ϵ is a positive con-
stant) and still result in a linear program; we omit the details
for brevity. More generally, defining loss functions of the form
Lc (x ,y) =

∑
i Fi

(∑
r ∈Ri xryr

)
, where Fi are convex functions, will

lead to convex programs that can be solved numerically. We note
that an additional post-processing step is required for these gener-
alizations to interpret the per-user guarantees from the obtained
solution; see Appendix B for details.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we present our evaluation results for TeaVaR. We
begin by describing our experimental framework and our evaluation
methodology (§5.1). Our experimental results focus on the following
elements:

(1) Benchmarking TeaVaR’s performance against the state-of-the-
art TE schemes. (§5.2).

(2) Examining TeaVaR’s robustness to noisy estimates of failure
probabilities (§5.3).

(3) Quantifying the effect of scenario pruning on running time and
the quality of the solution (§5.4).

5.1 Experimental Setting
Topologies. We evaluate TeaVaR on four network topologies: B4,
IBM, ATT, and MWAN. The first three topologies (and their traffic
matrices) were obtained from the authors of SMORE [38]. MWAN
is short for Microsoft WAN and is derived from a subset of Azure’s
network topology. See Table 2 for a specification of network sizes.

Topology Name #Nodes #Edges
B4 12 38
IBM 18 48
ATT 25 112
MWAN ≈ 30 ≈ 75

Table 2: Network topologies used in our evaluations. For
confidentiality reasons we do not report exact numbers for
the MWAN topology.
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Figure 6: CDF of failure probabilities used in our experi-
ments. The exact value ofm in (a) is not shown for confiden-
tiality reasons. The shape and scale parameters in (b) are 0.8
and 10−4, respectively.

Our empirical data from the MWAN network consist of the fol-
lowing: the capacity of all links (in Gbps) and the traffic matrices
(source, destination, amount of data in Mbps) over four months at
a resolution of one sample per hour. For data on failure events, we
collected the up/down state of each link at 15-minute granularity
over the course of a year, as well as a list of possible shared risk
groups. For the ATT, B4, and IBM topologies we obtained a set of
at least 24 demand matrices and link capacities, but per-link failure
probabilities are missing in these datasets. Hence, we use a Weibull
distribution derived from MWAN measurements for these topolo-
gies. In all experiments, including the MWAN network, we use a
range of scaling factors for this distribution to model networks
under different failure rates.
Tunnel selection.TE schemes [27, 30, 35, 43] often use link-disjoint
tunnels for each source-destination pair. However, recent work
shows performance improves with the use of oblivious tunnels
(interchangeably also referred to as oblivious paths) [38]. Because
TeaVaR’s optimization framework is orthogonal to tunnel selec-
tion, we run simulations with a variety of tunnel-selection schemes,
including oblivious paths, link-disjoint paths, and k-shortest paths.
As we show later in the section, TeaVaR achieves higher through-
put regardless of the tunnel selection algorithm. We also study the
impact of tunnel selection on TeaVaR and find that combining
TeaVaR with the tunnel selection of oblivious-routing [38] leads to
better performance (§5.2).
Deriving failure probability distributions. For each link e , we
examine historical data and track whether e was up or down in a
measured time epoch. Each epoch is a 15-minute period. We ob-
tain a sequence of the form (ψ1,ψ2, . . .) such that‘ eachψt specifies
whether the link was up (ψt = 1) or down (ψt = 0) during the
t th measured time epoch. From this sequence, another sequence
(δ1,δ2, . . . ,δM ) is derived such that δj is the number of consecutive
time epochs the link was up prior to the jth time it failed. For exam-
ple, from the sequence (ψ1,ψ2, . . . ,ψ12) = (1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
we derive the sequence (δ1,δ2,δ3) = (2, 3, 1) (the link was up for
2 time epochs before the first failure, 3 before the second failure,
and 1 before the last failure). An unbiased estimator of the mean

uptime is given by U =
ΣMj=1δj
M . We make a simplified assumption

that the link up-time is drawn from a geometric distribution (i.e.,
the failure probability is fixed and consistent across time epochs).
Then, the failure probability pe of link e is simply the inverse of the
mean uptime; that is, pe = 1

U . We note that we can use this exact
analysis for other shared-risk groups, such as switches.

Figure 6(a) plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for
the failure probability across the network links, derived by applying
the above methodology to the empirical availability traces of the
MWAN network. The x-axis on the plot represents the failure prob-
ability, parametrized bym. The exact value ofm is not disclosed for
confidentiality reasons. Nonetheless, the important takeaway from
this figure is that failure probabilities of different links might differ
by orders of magnitude. To accommodate the reproducibility of
results, we obtain a Weibull probability distribution which fits the
shape of our empirical data. The Weibull distribution, which has
been used in prior study of failures in large backbones [46], is used
here to model failures over time for topologies for which we do not
have empirical failure data. We denote theWeibull distribution with
shape parameter λ and scale parameter k byW (λ,k). In Fig. 6(b), we
plot the Weibull distribution used in our evaluation, as well as the
parameters needed to generate it. Throughout our experiments, we
change the shape and scale parameters of our Weibull distribution
and study the impact of probability distribution on performance.
Optimization. Our optimization framework uses the Gurobi LP
solver [26] and is implemented using the Julia optimization lan-
guage [10].

5.2 Throughput vs. Availability
We examine the performance of different TE schemes with respect
to both throughput and availability.
Setup.WebenchmarkTeaVaR against several approaches: SMORE [38],
FFC [43], MaxMin (in particular, the algorithm used in B4 [16, 29]),
and ECMP [20]. SMORE minimizes the maximum link utilization
without explicit guarantees on availability, FFC maximizes the
throughput while explicitly considering failures, MaxMin maxi-
mizes minimum bandwidth per user [16], and TeaVaR minimizes
the CVaR for an input probability. When link failures occur, traf-
fic is redistributed across tunnels according to the proportional
assignment mechanism (see §4.2) without re-optimizing weights.
In our evaluations, we care about both the granted bandwidth and
the probabilistic availability guarantee it comes with. In TeaVaR,
the probability is explicit (controlled by the β parameter in the
formulation as shown in Eq. 4). In FFC, the per-user bandwidth is
granted with 100% availability for scenarios with up to k-link fail-
ures. In our experiments, FFC1 and FFC2 refer to FFC’s formulation
with k = 1 and k = 2, respectively. To fairly compare the ability of
the FFC algorithm to accommodate scaled-up demands, we let it
send the entire demand at the expense of potential degradation in
availability, unless otherwise stated.
Availability vs. demand scaling.We first analyze the availability
achieved by various TE schemes as demand is scaled up. Given
that current networks are designed with traditional worst-case
assumptions about failures, all topologies are over-provisioned.
Hence, we begin with the input demands, compute the availability
achieved when satisfying them for different schemes, and then scale
up the demands by introducing a (uniform) demand scale-up factor
s ≥ 1 by which each entry in the demand matrix is multiplied, a
technique also used in prior work [38, 43].

Availability is calculated by running a post-processing simulation
in which we induce failure scenarios according to their probabil-
ity of occurrence and attempt to send the entirety of the demand
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Figure 7: Comparison of TeaVaR to various TE schemes under different tunnel selection algorithms. All schemes in (a) use
oblivious paths, in (b) use k-shortest paths (k = 8), and all schemes in (c) and (d) use edge disjoint paths. The term availability
refers to the percentage of scenarios that meet the 100% demand-satisfaction requirement.

through the network. For each scenario we record the amount of
unsatisfied demand (loss) for each flow, as well as the probability
associated with that scenario. The sum of the probabilities for sce-
narios where demand is fully satisfied reflects the availability in that
experiment. For example, if a TE scheme’s bandwidth allocation
is unable to fully satisfy demand in 0.1% of scenarios, it has an
availability of 99.9%. We then scale the demand matrix and repeat
the above analysis for at least 24 demand matrices per topology.
In Fig. 7, we summarize the results by depicting the demand scale
vs. the corresponding availability.

The results show a consistent trend: TeaVaR can support higher
demand for a given availability level. In particular, for any target
availability level, TeaVaR can support up to twice the demand sup-
ported by other approaches. Notably, in the MWAN topology with
oblivious paths, TeaVaR is able to scale up the demand by a factor
of 3.4, whereas MaxMin achieves a factor of 2.6. The remaining
approaches cannot scale beyond 1.4× the original demand. In cer-
tain networks, like B4, we see less of an improvement over existing
approaches. We believe that this is due to the specific structure of
the network topology and its bottleneck links.
Impact of failure probabilities on availability and demand
scaling. Fig. 7 illustrates TeaVaR’s ability to scale up the demand
matrix while maintaining high availability. To examine the gains
in high-availability regions (99% and higher), we experiment with
lower failure probabilities. Figure 8 shows that TeaVaR is able to
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Figure 8: Comparison of TeaVaR to other TE schemes for
MWAN network in the high-availability region.

scale the demand up by a factor of 3.7 even when availability is as
high as 99.99%.
Achieved throughput and tunable β . We next demonstrate the
tradeoff between a target availability threshold and the achieved
throughput without scaling the demand. In the previous set of
experiments, availability is measured as the probability mass of
scenarios in which demand is fully satisfied (“all-or-nothing” re-
quirement). In contrast, in this set of experiments we measure the
fraction of the total demand that can be guaranteed for a given
availability target. This fraction is optimized explicitly in TeaVaR
for a given value of β . For other TE schemes, we obtain the fraction
of demand through a similar post-processing method as before: for
each failure scenario, we simulate the outcome of sending the entire
demand through the network, sort the scenarios according to loss
values, and report the demand fraction at the β-percentile (i.e., the
throughput is greater than or equal to that value for β percent of
the scenarios). The range of availability values is chosen according
to typical availability targets [28].

Fig. 9 plots the average throughput for ATT, B4, and IBM topolo-
gies. For each TE scheme, we report the results under the tunnel
selection algorithmwhich has performed the best (SMORE, TeaVaR,
and MaxMin with oblivious paths and FFC with link-disjoint paths).
The results demonstrate that TeaVaR is able to achieve higher
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Figure 9: Averaged throughput guarantees for different β
values on ATT, B4, and IBM topologies. TeaVaR is the only
scheme that can explicitly optimize for a given β . For all the
other schemes, the value on the x-axis is computed based on
their achieved throughput.
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Figure 10: The admissible bandwidth of TeaVaR and FFC av-
eraged across two topologies (IBM andB4), 10 demandmatri-
ces, and 10 different probabilities samples. TeaVaR is able to
tune availability and bandwidth, while FFC’s ability to bal-
ance the two is much more coarse-grained.

throughput for each of the target availability values because it
can optimize throughput for an explicit availability target within a
probabilistic model of failures.
The advantage of optimization with respect to an explicit
availability threshold.We next illustrate the advantage over FFC
of TeaVaR’s explicit optimization of the admissible bandwidth for
flows with respect to a target availability threshold (as in Eq. 7).
Recall that FFC influences availability indirectly by requiring that
the admissible bandwidth be supported even with up to k simul-
taneous link failures, for some predetermined value k . We show
below that this approach is too coarse grained to strike desired
utilization-availability tradeoffs. Figure 10 compares the average
admissible bandwidth between FFC and TeaVaR across two topolo-
gies (B4 and IBM), 10 demand matrices, and 10 different probability
samples. Note that in FFC1 (where k = 1) the admissible bandwidth
is nearly 80% with 99.9% availability (FFC1 only provides guarantee
with respect to a single failure, and the total probability of all failure
events in which at most a single link fails is 99.9%). What if, how-
ever, the network operator is interested in achieving availability of
99.99%? Because of the limited expressiveness of FFC, achieving
higher availability than FFC1 translates to setting k = 2. However,
while FFC2 does indeed improve availability to 99.999% (the total
probability of all failure events in which at most two links fail), as
seen in the figure, this huge increase in availability comes at a dire
price: the total admissible bandwidth drops to 27%. As seen in the
figure, by optimizing for an explicit availability level, TeaVaR can
find a sweet spot on the availability-bandwidth arc according to
the operator’s availability target.

FFC maximizes the admissible bandwidth, while TeaVaR’s op-
timization also strives to achieve fairness across flows. Thus, FFC
favors more bandwidth over fairness. Indeed, in the FFC1 and FFC2
outcomes plotted in Figure 10, some of the flows do not send traf-
fic at all while others send their entire demands, making these
extremely unfair. Yet, as the results in Figure 10 show, TeaVaR’s
fairness does not stand in theway of attaining admissible bandwidth
comparable to FFC1 and FFC2 for the corresponding availability
levels (99.9% and 99.999%, respectively).
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Figure 11: The effect of tunnel selection scheme on TeaVaR’s
performance, quantified by the resultingCVaRβ (or loss) for
different values of β . TeaVaRusing oblivious paths has better
performance (lower loss).

Impact of tunnel selection. So far, TeaVaR has been simulated
with either link-disjoint or oblivious tunnels [38] schemes. We now
analyze other tunnel selections. We demonstrate that while path
selection is an important aspect of any TE scheme, no specific choice
is needed for TeaVaR’s success. In Fig. 11, we plot the obtained
CVaRβ as a function of β for k-shortest paths with 3 and 4 paths,
FFC’s link-disjoint paths, and SMORE’s oblivious routing. TeaVaR
performs comparably well regardless of the tunnel selection scheme.
However, the figure shows that oblivious paths are still superior.
For example, the obtained CVaRβ value is at least 20% better for
β = 0.99 than any other tunnel selection scheme. These results
indicate that an oblivious routing tunnel selection is a good choice
to complement TeaVaR. Oblivious routing is intended to avoid
link over-utilization through diverse and low-stretch path selection,
whereas k-shortest paths routing often yields many overlapping
paths. Intuitively, these path properties are useful for TeaVaR,
providing our optimization framework with a set of tunnels that, if
utilized appropriately, can provide high availability.

5.3 Robustness of Probability Estimates
TeaVaR uses a probabilistic model of network failures. Probabilities
of failure events in our experiments are estimated by analyzing
historical time-series data of up/down status and are inherently
prone to estimation errors (more sophisticated techniques, e.g.,
based on machine-learning, can be applied).

To examine the effects of such inaccuracies, we use the following
methodology. We assume there is a set of probabilities that is the
ground-truth, so the actual performance of any TE solution should
be evaluated against these probabilities. In particular, we evalu-
ate two versions of TeaVaR: (i) TeaVaR using the ground-truth
probabilities; (ii) TeaVaR using a perturbed version of the ground-
truth probabilities (reflecting estimation errors). To generate (ii),
we assume a magnitude of noise n. The probabilities that are given
to TeaVaR as input are generated via p̃z = pz + pznr , where r is
random noise, distributed uniformly on [−1, 1].

For each noise level in Table 3, we compare the percent error
of average throughput across all scenarios to that achieved using
the ground-truth probabilities. We observe that the noise has a
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Figure 12: Impact of scenario pruning on accuracy and runtime. In our evaluations we use 10−4 as the cutoff threshold for
ATT and 10−5 for all other topologies. (a) Our cutoff thresholds cover more than 99.5% of all possible scenarios. (b) The error
incurred by pruning scenarios is less than 5% in all cases. (c) The cutoffs we apply lead to manageable running times.

relatively small effect on the solution quality. For example, when
the perturbed probabilities are within 10% from the ground truth,
TeaVaR’s throughput is within 3% of the solution obtained with
the actual probabilities.

5.4 Sensitivity to Scenario Pruning
In Section 4.2 we described an efficient algorithm for pruning sce-
narios. We now elaborate on this algorithm and evaluate its impact
on performance and accuracy. Our first step is to see what per-
centage of the scenario space is being pruned by various cutoff
thresholds. The cutoff threshold is defined in Section 4. Fig. 12(a)
shows the probability mass of all scenarios remaining in the opti-
mization after a given cutoff. With modest cutoffs we are left with
a large portion, over 95% of the total space. Fig. 12(b) shows the
effect of pruning on accuracy. Specifically, we compare the result-
ing CVaR value with pruning to the case where we consider 100%
of the scenario space (“optimal”) using a standard error formula,
|CVaRβ ,cutoff −CVaRβ ,optimal |

CVaRβ ,optimal
. With a cutoff similar to that used in

the bulk of our experiments (10−4 for ATT and 10−5 for all other
topologies), we achieve high scenario coverage with less than 5%
error. It is important to note that the speed benefits of the cutoff
are substantial, as shown in Fig. 12(c). Using cutoff values reduces
the computation time from minutes (in the near-optimal case) to a
few tens of seconds, a plausible compute overhead for typical TE

Noise in probability
estimations

% error in throughput

1% 1.43%
5% 2.95%
10% 3.07%
15% 3.95%
20% 6.73%

Table 3: The effect of inaccurate probability estimations on
TeaVaR’s performance. The decrease in throughout reflects
running TeaVaR with the ground-truth probabilities {pq }.

periods of 5-15 minutes. All time complexity benchmarks were per-
formed on a fairly standard processor (4-core, 2.60 GHz processor
with 32 GB RAM).

6 DISCUSSION
We now discuss certain natural extensions of our framework, elab-
orate on its practical use-cases, and present limitations.
Contending with demand uncertainty.We have considered the
case of TE in the presence of failure events, but only for a fixed
set of (empirically-derived) demands. An important part of today’s
TE schemes is a component that predicts traffic demands based on
previously observed demands (see, e.g., [55]). State-of-the-art TE
solvers apply sophisticated techniques to predict traffic demands,
e.g., utilizing a combination of moving averages, decision forests,
and random walks. An alternative approach would be to formulate
the loss function in the joint probability space of both demands and
link failures (e.g., the demand di in (3) is a random variable). We
leave this to future work.
Estimating failure probabilities.TeaVaR takes as input the prob-
abilities of failure events. While we use basic machinery for esti-
mating failure probabilities from availability time series data, this is
not the main focus of our paper. Refined estimation techniques may
include a combination of learning failure patterns (e.g., diurnal) and
additional information from the IP layer [56] or physical layer [23].
Control plane failures. While our focus is on data plane failures
(including link failures caused by fiber cuts or hardware failures),
our risk-aware approach can be extended to control plane failures.
Indeed, resource allocation mechanisms for control plane failures
reflect similar worst-case provisioning approaches [43].
Scalability. Our current solution utilizes a simple and practical
technique for coping with an exponential number of network states
(see §5.4). Looking forward, as networks become larger, an impor-
tant future research direction will be to supplement our techniques
with approaches to “state space reduction”. These may include
incremental solving [18], sampling [12], and clustering.
Multiple service priorities. A possible approach for increasing
network utilization is sending background (scavenger) traffic over
links/routes with available bandwidth. This is orthogonal to our
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work: even if the provider is able to utilize the extra capacity by
sending lower priority traffic, it is still required to provide availabil-
ity guarantees for high-priority traffic. Intuitively, our framework
allows for scaling down the provisioned capacity while maintaining
adequate availability levels; low-priority traffic can still be sent at
times when the network is not highly utilized. An interesting future
research direction is to incorporate multiple priority classes with
possibly different availability guarantees into our framework.

7 RELATEDWORK
WAN traffic management. Optimizing WAN backbone traffic is
a well-researched challenge. Prior work includes optimizing OSPF
or IS-IS weights [22] and MPLS tunnels [19, 34], optimizing for bulk
data transfers using relay nodes [39], optimizing under inaccurate
knowledge of traffic demands [4, 38], and leveraging re-configurable
optical devices [32, 44]. These studies focus on optimizing band-
width allocation and disregard the possibility of failures. Recent
interest in centralized TE for WANs is driven by software-defined
approaches to running and optimizing such networks at scale (such
as SWAN [27], B4 [29], FFC [43], and BwE [37]). These schemes
exploit a global view of the network and perform global updates to
configure flow allocations.
Risk management in TE vs. risk-management in capacity
planning. Leveraging empirical data on failure probabilities to at-
tain higher availability has been proposed in the context of capacity
planning [5], i.e., the periodic augmentation of the WAN’s capacity.
However, capacity planning occurs on a much longer timescale
than TE (months, as opposed to minutes), and this does not allow
us to take into account timely information about failures (or the
prevailing demands). For example, [23] establishes that outages can
be predicted based on sudden drops in optical signal quality, with a
50% chance of an outage within an hour of a drop event and a 70%
chance of an outage within one day. Even if capacity planning is
informed by aggregated empirical statistics about failures, TeaVaR
can still harness empirical data on the current traffic pattern and
failure probabilities to optimize utilization and availability.
TE optimization vs. TE validation. [13] presents an optimiza-
tion framework for quantifying the worst-case performance of an
adaptive routing strategy provided as input. Thus, the framework
in [13] can be used to validate that a specific TE configuration meets
a certain performance goal under (input) variable demands and fail-
ure scenarios. Our aim, in contrast is to optimize the choice of TE
configuration.
More risk-aware networking. [47] proposes a TE framework
that takes into account demand uncertainty, as opposed to network
failures in our case, and risk is expressed in terms of standard
deviation. Consequently, the TE framework in [47] cannot enforce
a particular level of availability (say, 99.9%). In addition, the focus
in [47] is on offline TE and revenue. [11] analyzes the effects of
demand fluctuations and proposes a TE scheme that adjusts the
network topology in the long term and re-routes traffic in the
short term. This combine ideas from oblivious routing and dynamic
routing but do not consider failures. The impact of failures on
availability is studied in [25], but this relationship is not formalized.
Instead, [25] introduces design principles. Our findings agree with
these principles. Ghobadi et al. [23] study failures in Microsoft’s

WAN and propose that WAN TE should take into account data on
optical-layer performance, but do not provide a TE formulation
addressing this. [54] achieves failure recovery by dynamically re-
balancing traffic across paths after failures occur. This approach
does not consider failure probabilities. [40] and [17] present routing
algorithms for recovering from multiple failures in a probabilistic
model of link failures. The objective there is computing diverse
routes with minimum joint failure probability. These results are
orthogonal and complementary to ours. Indeed, TeaVaR could be
applied to tunnels computed in this manner (as with link-disjoint
paths, oblivious paths, etc.). [56] presents analytical models for the
dynamic estimation of failure risks and proposes accounting for
risk when computing routes in OSPF networks so that service level
agreement violations are minimized. Our formulation can be used
in tandem with the failure model in [56], as well as other failure
models from the literature, such as [46, 54].
Operations research perspective. The optimization of networks
that exhibit stochastic behavior has been studied in operations re-
search literature in different contexts (e.g., transportation, wireless
networks). The set of tools used to address uncertainty includes
stochastic and robust optimization [6, 9, 15, 24]. In addition, there
is a rich body of literature on CVaR following the seminal work
in [50]. Boginski et al. [12] apply CVaR to the minimum-cost flow
problem (MCF) under uncertain link availability. Importantly, [12]
introduces a CVaR-related constraint on the total loss, but since
it does not lead to per-commodity availability guarantees (as in
TeaVaR), it cannot be used to generate SLOs for individual network
users.

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Inspired by financial risk theory, we introduce a novel TE paradigm
that explicitly accounts for the likelihood of different failure events
with the goal of minimizing a formal notion of risk to a level deemed
acceptable by network operators. We design and evaluate TeaVaR,
a TE optimization framework that allows operators to optimize
bandwidth assignment subject to meeting a desired availability bar
(e.g., providing 99.9% availability). In our design, we address algo-
rithmic challenges related to the tractability of risk minimization
in our context, as well as operational challenges. We apply TeaVaR
to real-world data from the inter-datacenter backbone of a large
service provider in North America. Our results reveal that TeaVaR
can support up to twice as much traffic as today’s state-of-the-art
TE schemes at the same level of availability. TeaVaR illustrates the
usefulness of adopting the notion of Conditional Value at Risk to
network resource allocation challenges, and we believe that this ap-
proach might find other important applications in the networking
domain.
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APPENDIX
Appendices are supporting material that has not been peer re-
viewed.

A LP FORMULATION
We formulate the CVaR minimization problem as a Linear Problem
and prove its correctness.

Recall that our loss function is given by

L(x ,y) = max
i

[
1 −

Σr ∈Ri xryr

di

]+
. (8)

We are interested in minimizing

Fβ (x ,α) = α +
1

1 − β
E[max{0,L(x ,y) − α }] (9)

= α +
1

1 − β
Σqpy [L(x ,y(q)) − α]

+, (10)

subject to the link capacity constraints

Σe ∈rxr ≤ ce ∀e . (11)

Note that the latter constraint is linear (hence, we ignore it in the
sequel for brevity). In what follows, we “linearize" the objective
function by adding additional (linear) constraints.

We introduce a new set of variables s = {sq } and rewrite the
objective function as

F̃β (s,α) = α +
1

1 − β
Σqpqsq , (12)

and add the following constraints

sq ≥ L(x ,y(q)) − α ∀q (13)
sq ≥ 0. ∀q (14)

Observe that minimizing F w.r.t. x and α is equivalent to minimiz-
ing F̃ w.r.t. s,x ,α . To establish this, assume by contradiction that
there exists a q for which the two inequalities (13)–(14) are held
in the strict sense (>) at optimality; hence, the max operation is
not enforced as in the original objective. However, because pq is
positive and sq is positive, we can decrease sq by some small ϵ > 0,
and decrease the objective value. This contradicts the optimality of
the solution.

To complete the construction, we replace (13) (because L(·, ·)
involves two max operators). This is achieved by rewriting (13) as
sq + α ≥ L(x ,y(q)). Now we can materialize the max operators
through the following inequalities

sq + α ≥ 0, ∀q (15)
sq + α ≥ ti,q ∀i,q, (16)

where

ti,q = 1 −
Σr ∈Ri xryr (q)

di
. (17)

We end upwith an LPwith decision variables x ,α , s, {ti,q }where
s and {ti,q } can be viewed as auxiliary variables. The objective of
the LP is to minimize (12) subject to (11), (14)–(17).

B CALCULATING VaRβ
We describe a post-processing procedure for calculating the VaRβ .
We emphasize that this procedure is essentially not needed in our
current formulation (details below); nonetheless, we present it here
for completeness, as some of the extensions we highlight in Sec-
tion 6 may require it.

We note that the procedure is generic, and applicable to any
setting with a discrete number of states (recall that in our case,
each network state corresponds to a different combination of links,
switches, etc. that are up or down). Fixing x , we sort the states
in increasing order of their loss. With some abuse of notations,
we enumerate the states according to the sorted order. Let the
corresponding state losses be ℓ1 ≤ ℓ2 ≤ · · · ≤ ℓK . Let Kβ be the

unique index such that ΣKβ

k=1Pk ≥ β > Σ
Kβ−1
k=1 Pk , where Pk is the

probability of state k . Then the VaRβ is given by Vβ (x) = ℓKβ . See
Proposition 8 in [51] for a proof.

We next describe when and how this procedure is used.
Extract the VaRβ in the rare case where Vβ (x∗) < α∗ (see Theorem

4.1). We get this inequality in the case where ΣKβ

k=1Pk = β . This is
unlikely to occur because the probabilities correspond to empirical
measures of up and down time (hence, they are often numbers with
several more decimal positions than β). But even if this case occurs,
we have Vβ (x) = ℓKβ as described above.
Determining theVaRβ for individual user SLAs. As described in Sec-
tion 6, we need an extra post-processing step in some extensions
(e.g., maximizing total bandwidth). Unlike in our current formu-
lation, the per-user SLA (allowed demand and the corresponding
probabilistic guarantee) is not explicitly obtained as an output of
the optimization framework. Therefore, we apply the above pro-
cedure on each individual user as follows. The key observation is
that the tunnel allocation per user is given from the optimization.
We also know the demand di . For each user i , we first reduce the
dimension of the state-space to include events that correspond only
to links, switches, etc. belonging to one or more of its routes. We
sort the states and obtain the VaRβ as described above; by using
this procedure, the network provider can actually give different
probabilistic guarantees for different users, e.g., by fixing a different
β for each user.

C PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2
Since the theorem’s guarantee is with probability greater or equal
to β , by definition ofVaRβ , we may restrict our attention to failure
states whose loss is less than or equal toVβ (x∗). Consider any such
state; let R̄i ⊆ Ri be the subset of i’s tunnels that are available in
that state. SinceVβ (x∗) is an upper bound for each loss scenario up
to the β percentile, it follows from the definition of the loss function
(3) that

Σr ∈R̄i x
∗
r ≥

(
1 −Vβ (x∗)

)
di .

Using this inequality together with the proportional assignment
rule, we obtain that each active tunnel r ∈ R̄i carries flow fr ,
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satisfying

fr =
wr

Σr ′∈R̄iw
′
r
bi (18)

=
x∗r

Σr ′∈R̄i x
∗
r ′

(
1 −Vβ (x∗)

)
di (19)

≤
x∗r(

1 −Vβ (x∗)di )
(
1 −Vβ (x∗)

)
di = x∗r . (20)

The theorem then follows immediately by recalling that each feasi-
ble solution satisfies the capacity constraint (2).
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